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виховуються діти, позбавлені з різних причин батьківської турботи. 
Це підшефна школа-інтернат із вадами мови м. Харкова комунальної 
форми власності і Вовчанська загальноосвітня школа з пришкільним 
інтернатом. Щороку наші студенти допомагають підшефному інтер-
нату селища міського типу Вовчанськ продуктами й одягом, на День 
знань допомагають шкільним приладдям і канцтоварами, виїжджа-
ють великим університетським колективом до школи-інтернату для 
організації святкової атмосфери для вихованців цих закладів. Також 
до Дня святого Миколая і до Нового року учасники художньої 
самодіяльності ХНАДУ влаштовують концерти, а також вручають їм 
привезені подарунки і солодощі. Дирекція підшефних шкіл-інтерна-
тів вдячна профспілці університету за своєчасну істотну і так необ-
хідну у важке сьогодення допомогу, адже будь-яке їхнє прохання 
виконується беззаперечно.  

Підтримка потрібна кожній людині, особливо в скрутну 
хвилину, тому згуртований колектив у нагальних ситуаціях завжди 
приходить на допомогу. І надію на таке ставлення має кожен з наших 
працівників чи викладачів і студентів, адже ХАДІ-ХНАДУ – одна 
монолітна й дружня родина. 
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I would like to start with ask a simple question from Dekker & 

Halman [3] – Why do people volunteer?  Many of you may immediately 
imagine some picture from you deepest memory of some event or picture 
a person who distributes time, energy, experience, money, knowledge to 
some who need it the most. Sociologies may say that this phenomenon has 
very direct connection to a person’s personality: some people are by 
nature helpful, working and kind and a number of people are less so. 
Definitely we all see those people who very often do something extra, are 
always willing to help, ready to take the initiative, whether in the 
workplace, in the neighbourhood or at home. We also know the other kind 
of people who stay passive most of the time, each time have something 
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else to do. This links us to the studies, that is more specifically lead 
toward direct «helping behaviour, service delivery, and unpaid work» [3, 
3]. But if we look on volunteering as social activities, we may have in 
mind that volunteering activities took place in any society where the 
different individuals work and live together.  

Volunteering and active participation in voluntary organisations are 
considered to be important elements of civil society; it is believed that 
they make social unity and demonstrate certain level of political 
democracy. It is logical to have such different views and understanding 
volunteers and volunteering, so the academic literature could be sorted at 
least into two different groups. Salamon & Sokolowski [12] believe that 
one of the group might represents and focuses on essentially micro-
structural factors, seeing volunteering initially as an individual behaviour, 
reasonable by individual values, beliefs,  preferences, interests, or social 
networks. It is practical that in such studies the main focus is: what is 
peoples’ motivation to participate and be a volunteer? Bourdieus’ social 
capital theory [2] and the theory of personal value systems [8]; [9] help to 
understand person motivation and initiatives. «Social capital» represents 
the strength of social connections that attach an individual to 
organizational activities such as a social movement or non-profit 
organizations including educational, religion and ecological organisation. 
So, as stronger the ties are the greater the involvement in volunteer 
activity becomes McAdam & Paulsen [5]; Snow et al. [13]; Ferree & 
Merrill [4]; Wilson [15]. Personal value systems more often associated 
with propensity toward volunteering include altruism, self-understanding, 
and emotional gratification Arrow [1]; Monroe [6]; Piliavin [7]. These two 
key factors are, in turn, associated with socio-demographic factors such as 
age, gender or ethnicity Wilson [15]. 

The second group of studies may combine the literature that focuses 
on macro-structural factors, viewing volunteering as a collective action in 
general and in the context of broader social forces and institutions. In 
opposite to the micro-structural arguments, which look for individual 
motives, this approach concentrates on opportunity structures, which 
include social conditions that empower voluntary action. These conditions 
related to family structure, ethnic-cultural diversity, economic and 
political stability or instability, which is thought to incite people to take 
various forms of collective action [12, 78]. The same authors propose to 
use four possible explanations of the patens of volunteering. According to 
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them, the first possible explanation of the patterns of volunteering was 
formulated by Burton Weisbrod [14] and it has very strong connection 
between grows out of the market non-profit sector [12, 78]. Weisbrods’ 
theory called failure theory and it argues that it is crucial «for both the 
market and the state to satisfy public demands for collective-type goods, 
particularly where considerable heterogeneity exists in a country». 

The second theory called «Interdependence Theory» and it is more 
about a different conceptualization of the relationship between 
government and volunteerism and it has been focusing on the evolution of 
social policy in market economies. Voluntary organizations pretend to be 
independent players in social activities and even produce some policy for 
their operation, but because they have their own limitation, in case of 
voluntary failure, they look to the state for assistance. As a result, this 
leads to a cooperative relationship between state authorities and voluntary 
groups as considerations of effectiveness, legitimacy, and avoidance of 
unnecessary conflict or bureaucratization prompt government agencies 
[11].  

The third macro-structural explanation of the scale of volunteering 
is» Resource Mobilization Theory». According to this theory social 
movements’ success based on the availability of governmental support 
and on the availability of social and organizational resources, that can be 
used to mobilize participation in volunteering organisations  [15].  

The fourth explanation of variations in volunteering draws on the 
«social origins» theory of non-profit sector development formulated by 
Salamon and Anheier [10]; see also [12]. This theory looked at the 
evolution of the non-profit sector as the product of a wider group of social 
relationships. Those relationships reflect on how societies deal with the 
tensions of industrialization. More precisely, the theory focuses on key 
social groups, commercial middle class elements, and workers, as well as 
on the position and power of the state and religious authorities.  

In a conclusion it has to be suggested that volunteering need to be 
viewed not only as personal individual choice or a spontaneous action of 
altruism, but, reasonably, it is shaped by larger social and institutional 
forces. For researchers who would like to study volunteering more useful 
is to apply some theory that provides the researcher with theoretical tools 
for their investigation. Social and political structures do influence the 
probability that volunteering will take place in a particular form. For the 
broader perspective of explanation of volunteering, there is still a need to 
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tie this macro-structural approach to an analysis of the microstructural 
factors that affect whether individuals take advantage to volunteer. 
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